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Introduction
In this paper the Equality and Human Rights Commission (the Commission)
outline our approach to the implementation of key actions from the Race and
Construction Inquiry (the Inquiry).1 The Inquiry took place between
January and July 2009 and focused on the under-representation of nonwhite ethnic minorities across the construction industry (the Industry). This
paper is aimed at Industry leaders of both large companies and small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). The objective is to increase the number of
employment opportunities for under-represented groups and diversify the
supply chain in procurement.
The Inquiry provided evidence which showed that the fragmented nature of the Industry
is a barrier to a uniﬁed Industry approach to diversity. There is a wide range of Industry
bodies and trade organisations but there is no single body that takes an Industry-wide
leadership role. It therefore cannot be compared to ﬁnancial services or any other
business sector which has established mechanisms to co-ordinate its work on diversity.
A number of persistent inequalities challenge a sector driven by achievement of best
price. The unfettered drive for value for money is often seen as a barrier to the
establishment of good equality and diversity practice.
The Commission’s aim will be to help dispel the belief that good equality practice is
contradictory to business success and we will seek to use our regulatory powers to support
change within the Industry.
The Inquiry did not reach agreement between the Commission and the Industry on
recommendations and potential actions. This document sets out the follow-up activity
since the Inquiry report was published, including discussions with Industry stakeholders
(see Appendix 1), which took place during two Roundtable conferences in October and
November 2009.
The aim of Roundtable 1 was to prioritise the recommendations and discuss the tools that
can be used to advance equality. In Roundtable 2 we discussed good practice and
leadership of the priority areas from the Inquiry’s original list of 31 recommendations.
We hope that this framework document can be used by Industry leaders to further
develop their thinking and help them address the issues faced by their company and by
the Industry as a whole.

1

Equality and Human Rights Commission, Race Discrimination in the Construction
Industry Inquiry Report, 2009, Equality and Human Rights Commission.
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Summary of
recommendations from the
Inquiry Report and
stakeholder roundtables
Leadership and governance
Identify an appropriate body to take
forward strategic leadership and drive
forward diversity good practice.
Identify good practice and disseminate
within the Industry.
Increase understanding of the business
beneﬁts of diversity for the Industry as
a whole. To change the focus to explore
the beneﬁts of applying good equality
and diversity practice.
Set standards and monitor.
Engage key stakeholders on this
agenda.
Promote the Industry as employers for
all.
Market the beneﬁts to the economy of
the Industry.

Procurement
Utilise public procurement to create
business incentives and identify how
procurement can be used to achieve
equality outcomes. To consider how
procurement can form part of a
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
programme.
Explore the use of social clauses and
s106 agreements in regeneration
projects – s106 does not necessarily
have to have a monetary value and can
include a package of support and
guidance to the local community.
To engage the Government and ask
them to consider compulsory
requirements to provide a certain
number of apprenticeships per £1
million of public sector construction
spend. To link with government
initiatives such as Building Schools for
the Future (BSF)2 programme
procurement opportunities.

2

Available at: http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/management/
resourcesfinanceandbuilding/bsf/
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Employment and skills
To promote the use of schemes like
Construction Ambassadors but review
the quality of training in terms of
promotion and understanding of
diversity.
Monitor progress of trainees and
students as they make the transition
from training to work as many minority
groups are not achieving employment
after training.
Provide early support for new entrants
– for example, through mentoring.
Replace word of mouth recruitment
with open methods of recruitment.
Increase awareness of unlawful
recruitment practices and the risk to
reputational and/or ﬁnancial damage.

Education
To encourage promotion of the range of
careers in construction within schools
and highlight the range of professions
and earning potential.

Data and monitoring
Monitor data to identify areas of
disproportionate impact.
Improve the understanding of diversity
monitoring within the Industry.
Encourage the adoption of an evidencebased approach. See Guidance on
Monitoring produced by the
Commission for Racial Equality.
Develop a consistent approach to data
collection and monitoring.

The Commission to consider measures
to improve compliance with equality
legislation.
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The business case for
improving diversity
The construction industry employs 3
million people – 8 per cent of the entire
workforce – therefore the impact on
employment is signiﬁcant.3
The range of jobs in construction is
wide, including consultancy,
professional and trade.
The construction value chain is 10 per
cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
300,000 ﬁrms work in construction
and many are SMEs.
The ethnic minority population in the
UK is increasing.4
30 per cent of the ethnic minority
population are under 16, compared to
19 per cent of the white population.5
24 per cent of the working age ethnic
minority population are under 25 years
old, compared with 19 per cent for the
white population.6

Britain is facing an unprecedented
demographic change. The total ethnic
minority population in Britain is currently
just over 8 per cent of the total population,
and around 12 per cent of Britain’s under16s are from an ethnic minority 7 –
therefore the future available workforce
will inevitably become more diverse.
Construction needs to become more
representative of the total labour available
to recruit and develop the most talented
people. The Leitch Review of Skills 20068
identiﬁed a serious skills shortage in
Britain and the statistics further support
the argument that Britain, in order to
meet future skills and workforce needs,
cannot afford to leave any section of the
population behind.

3

Construction in the UK Economy: The Beneﬁts of Investment UK Contractors Group,
October 2009, available at: http://www.ukcg.org.uk/uploads/media/
Microsoft_Word_-_Embargoed_UKCG.pdf
4

Labour Force Survey, second quarter 2009, available at:
http://www.emetaskforce.gov.uk/keys.asp

5

Ibid.

6

Ibid.

7

Centre for Education and Success, Every BME Child Matters. How Black and Minority
Ethnic Community Groups can Influence Local and Regional Policy Making and
Planning of Services for Children and Young People, interpretation of 2001 census data,
BTEG.
8

Sandy Leitch, the ﬁnal report of the Leitch Review of Skills, Prosperity for all in the
global economy – world-class skills, 5 December 2006, available at:
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/leitch_review_index.htm
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Leadership and governance
The Industry identiﬁed a number of areas
they believe need to be prioritised:
leadership and governance, procurement
and employment and skills. In response
the Commission will be establishing the
Construction Leadership Diversity Forum
(CLDF) to provide a clear sense of
direction, co-ordinate work and monitor
progress. The CLDF will be launched in
summer 2010 and will meet twice a year.
The new Forum will provide an
opportunity to co-ordinate activity around
the single issue of diversity and its
membership will be targeted at senior
level and also include representation from
small businesses. The Forum will be
unique in its approach as members will be
invited from across the Industry and will
include trade, consultancy, contractors
and organisations that represent and
support small business. This initiative is
being developed in response to calls for
strategic leadership on equality and
diversity.

A data-driven Industry
The Inquiry follow-up work presents a key
opportunity to ensure that there is a
consistent approach to data collection,
analysis and evidence-driven policy

development and service delivery. The
failure of individual organisations to
collect sophisticated ethnicity data will
dramatically undermine the ability of the
Commission and Industry leaders to
deliver a programme to systematically
tackle inequalities. It is also likely to lead
to an inefﬁcient use of resources.
It is essential that the Inquiry evidence is
used to encourage Industry leaders to
disaggregate the experiences of different
communities. Failure to fully disaggregate
and to establish precise patterns of need
will signiﬁcantly undermine the drive to
tackle inequalities. An intelligence-led
approach is required at all stages. Where
ethnicity data is not currently collected,
organisations will be encouraged to put in
place systems to ensure that such data is
collected in the future.
The Commission shares the concerns of
the Industry that we have insufﬁcient and
inconsistent data. We therefore
recommend that signiﬁcant steps are
taken to look at how data collection and
monitoring can be improved. This
recommendation is made to establish a
baseline position of good practice
throughout the Industry.
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Construction Leadership
Diversity Forum
The remit of the Commission-led group
will be the promotion and delivery of a
range of drivers of social change including:
procurement/supplier diversity;
employment training and diversity
monitoring; and to obtain a measurable
increase in employment and training
opportunities for individuals in underrepresented groups. The employment and
training opportunities should include both
on and off-site work.
The Industry has to take the leadership
role if we are to achieve sustainable
change and drive fair employment.
The Work Foundation9 reported that
unemployment had risen most sharply in
the north of England, the West Midlands,
Scotland and areas dominated by
traditional manufacturing and heavy
industry. In the current economic climate,
concerns have been raised that job losses
and downsizing are impacting
disproportionately on vulnerable or at-risk
groups. For example recent Commission
research has shown that people from an
ethnic minority background have been
affected disproportionately by the
recession.10 The challenge therefore is to
increase efﬁciency savings while
promoting equality. By working together
and pooling our knowledge we can ensure
that the state of the economy does not
derail the equality agenda.

Current equality and diversity measures
have created a welcome focus on
identifying and targeting skills
inequalities. However, more are needed in
order to drive a proactive agenda where
skills deﬁcits among certain groups are
turned into the skills needed by local
business. Securing this type of change
requires major partnership working to
deliver an action plan to challenge job
segregation and discrimination in the
Industry. Suggestions from stakeholders
around this agenda include:
Supporting Industry managers and
supervisors with accredited Equal
Opportunity and Diversity training.
Initiatives that provide specialist
mentors and advisers to support ethnic
minority students during their
education, training and work
placements etc.
Increasing the use of ethnic minorities
as role models across all occupations
including the crafts and professions.
It is widely accepted that signiﬁcant race
discrimination exists and remains a
considerable barrier. The Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) believes that
up to half of the overall gap between the
ethnic minority employment rate and the
overall employment rate is attributable to
discrimination.

9

Naomi Clayton, The Geography of Unemployment, February 2009, The Work
Foundation.
10
Equality and Human Rights Commission, Monitoring update on the impact of the
recession on various demographic groups, December 2009, Equality and Human Rights
Commission.
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This can take many forms:
Candidates rejected at the ﬁrst stage of
job application for having an Asian or
African name or coming from a nonwhite background.
Ethnic stereotypes and prejudices on
the part of employers.
Perpetuation of inequalities by
employment agencies by predicting the
rejection of ethnic minority candidates.
Members of ethnic minority groups
being aware of the potential for
discrimination and so constraining
their job-seeking.
Lack of promotion and training.
Recruitment through internal
vacancies, word-of-mouth or
advertising only in national and
regional English newspapers.
The above list is not exhaustive. The
Government through the Equality Bill are
proposing new policies to help tackle
under-representation in the workforce.
Positive Action is one of the many tools
that Leaders can use to make changes in
their workforce.

Positive Action – how can
it be used?
Positive Action11 provides businesses with
a tool to improve the diversity of their
workforce and can be used when a
particular group is under-represented
within an organisation or within a
particular profession. Positive Action
should not to be confused with Positive
Discrimination which is unlawful. Positive
Action is intended to provide equal
opportunities. It allows employers to work
towards achieving a more diverse
workforce, while continuing to select
candidates on the basis of their merit and
could be used effectively in encouraging
applications from ethnic minority
candidates.
Forward-thinking organisations are already
doing this by engaging with local
community groups; using targeted media to
advertise jobs; encouraging applications
from ethnic minorities; offering taster days
or training to under-represented groups
and going into schools to promote their
business. The challenge now is to make this
standard practice. The Equality Bill, which
is currently being debated in Parliament, is
expected to take Positive Action a step
further by broadening the voluntary
measures that employers can take. In the
event of a tie-break between two equally
suitable candidates the proposed changes
in legislation would enable an employer to
opt for the candidate from the underrepresented group.

11

Equality and Human Rights Commission, Positive Action Brieﬁng Note, June 2009,
Equality and Human Rights Commission.
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Case study
The following case study provides a
scalable solution to widening diversity
in employment as we recognise that this
Industry employs at every level and not
all jobs are professional. The case study
below shows what can be achieved using
local employment to ﬁll trainee
positions thereby increasing the capacity
of the local workforce.

Notting Hill Housing –
Construction Training
Initiative (CTI)
Notting Hill Housing identiﬁed a mismatch locally that they decided to
address in a practical way. A high
percentage of their tenants were
unemployed at a time when the Local
Authority were re-building and
refurbishing properties within the
borough, and skills shortages had been
identiﬁed. CTI was developed and began
providing work placements and support
to unemployed people.
At the same time Notting Hill Housing
recognised that the diversity of their
trainees was important and set targets
for themselves at 50 per cent for ethnic
minority trainees and 10 per cent for
women. The current intake, as a result
of their initiative, consists of 65 per cent
ethnic minority trainees and 15 per cent
women (January 2010 ﬁgures).

The aim of the initiative is to support
trainees through college to achieve NVQ
level 2 or level 3 trade qualiﬁcations and
to provide consistent, good quality work
experience enabling them to become
employed after two to three years with
the initiative.
CTI partners around 20 Housing
Associations and is active in seven
boroughs of London and trainees have
access to work placements at all building
sites managed by partner Housing
Associations within those boroughs. The
aim is to extend the initiative
throughout all London boroughs and
throughout the UK.
The concept is simple:
Partners sign an Annual Agreement
stating their commitment to the
project for the coming year and local
unemployed residents use the skills
gained at college on new build and
refurbishment sites.
A pool of building sites and
construction trainees enables CTI to
co-ordinate a range of work on
different sites for trainees. This gives
them a realistic introduction to the
construction industry where the
workforce moves between many
different locations to secure work.

Action Plan
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This commitment includes payment
of funding calculated as a percentage
of the contract cost of each new site.
(Covers all costs accrued by trainees,
for example college fees, fares, and
tools.) A Provisional Sum is required
to pay for the trainees’ wages (sitespeciﬁc), which is also calculated as a
percentage of the contract cost. This
is divided by the current trainee wage
to provide funding for a number of
trainee weeks.

Outcomes
CTI have created a sustainable initiative
that works for trainees and employers
alike, and have successfully recruited
from the local unemployed community.
Their achievements between April 2008
and March 2009 include:
134 trainees beneﬁting from CTI
63 new trainees
86 per cent of leavers completing
their qualiﬁcations
56 per cent ethnic minority trainees
14 per cent women trainees
This case study shows that contractors
can improve diversity by taking the lead
and being creative with their problem
solving. The beneﬁts to the employer are
sustainable employment which is a vital
efﬁciency gain.
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Procurement – an
equality driver?
With an annual expenditure of around
£220 billion, public procurement has an
important role to play in furthering the
Government’s agenda for improving the
skills of the workforce.12 Society has a
right to expect that public money is spent
in a way that promotes equality of
opportunity. The public sector duties also
mean that those public bodies issuing
contracts have legal obligations to ensure
that they take account of race, disability
and gender in the way they procure works,
goods and services.
The Inquiry identiﬁed procurement as a
key lever to develop diversity across the
Industry. Public sector contracts
account for 40 per cent of the spend
in the construction industry
therefore procurement should be
used as a tool to drive equality and
diversity good practice.

What does good practice
look like?
Supplier diversity, for example using
businesses run by ethnic minorities,
women and people with disabilities as
sub-contractors.
Compulsory requirements for
government spend projects, for
example number of apprenticeships per
£1 million of public investment.
In ‘Framework for a Fairer Future’13 the
Government states that it would ‘clarify
and strengthen the existing requirements
on public authorities’ to eliminate
discrimination and promote equality
through procurement and that it would
also give ‘greater focus to increasing
transparency’. It is important that real
weight is given to these issues as there is
no point in placing heavy emphasis on this
area in the tender documentation only for
the ﬁnal decision to be made purely on
price.

12

OGC Procurement Policy Note – Further Guidance on embedding skills training and
apprenticeships in public procurement, available at: http://www.ogc.gov.uk/documents/
PPN_14_09_Guidance_on_embedding_skills_and_apprenticeships_in_public_
procurement.pdf
13
Government Equalities Ofﬁce (GEO), Framework for a Fairer Future – The Equality
Bill, June 2008.
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Central and local government spend
in excess of £100 billion pounds on
goods and services every year.
The CBI have recognised this purchasing
power and stated in its evidence to the
Equalities Review 2007:14
‘Employers believe public procurement is
a highly effective lever for increasing
diversity and share the position of the
National Employment Panel that there
must be more systematic use of public
purchasing power. The lever should be
used more effectively by the public sector
to further spread good practice in the
private sector.’
The Commission has gathered evidence to
support the argument that there is a need
for greater harmonisation to ensure there
is a level playing ﬁeld.
The Commission’s research on the
Olympics 201215 found that a high number
of ethnic minority businesses needed
capacity building in order to bid for
contracts on an equal footing with
established contractors. The high number
of Pre-Qualiﬁcation Questionnaire (PQQ)
accreditation and assessments schemes, in
addition to contractors own
questionnaires, are unhelpful and have led
to capacity issues for SMEs and microbusinesses.

This creates a resource issue for smaller
SMEs and provides a competitive
advantage for larger companies. The
Commission is following up this work with
the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) and
is engaged on the development of the
Compete For Procurement Portal.16
In response to these ﬁndings the
Commission launched the PQQ Equality
Construction Forum in 2008 to develop a
uniﬁed approach to equality in
procurement for the Industry. The
Commission has progressed this work by
supporting the development of a new PQQ
Industry Standard (PAS91) led by the
Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills (BIS). The Standard is planned for
roll out in summer 2010 and provides a
landmark opportunity to standardise
PQQs.

Equality Bill
The proposed Equality Bill contains a
speciﬁc measure on procurement. The Bill
makes it clear that ‘public bodies can use
procurement to drive equality’ and
‘enables Ministers to set out how public
bodies should go about doing so’. The
legislation seeks to create a more explicit
connection between procurement and the
forthcoming Single Equality Duty to
ensure that equality issues are always
considered.

14

Public Consultation on the Equalities Review Interim Report, 2007.
Smallbone, Kitching, Athayde and Xheneti, Kingston University, Equality and Human
Rights Commission Research Report No. 6: Procurement and supplier diversity in the
2012 Olympics, Autumn 2008, Manchester: Equality and Human Rights Commission.
16
Available at: https://www.competefor.com
15
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Proposed speciﬁc duties
Clause 143 of the Bill sets out to establish
a new Single Equality Duty on public
authorities, which consolidates the three
existing public sector duties on race,
disability and gender and additionally
covers age, sexual orientation, religion or
belief, pregnancy and maternity and
gender-reassignment. Clause 147 gives
Ministers the power to make regulations
imposing speciﬁc duties on certain public
authorities to enable them to carry out the
new Duty more effectively. Clause 149
gives Ministers a regulation-making power
to impose speciﬁc duties in relation to
public procurement functions, which are
deﬁned as ‘those activities that fall within
European Law on Public Procurement’.17
Ministers do not have to consult the
Commission before imposing these
procurement-speciﬁc duties.
The Code of Practice on the Single
Equality Duty which will address
procurement is expected to be published
in March 2011. Non-statutory guidance is
scheduled to be published earlier, in
December 2010.

Guide to good equality
practice in procurement
The Industry recognise that procurement
is a major lever in driving forward equality
but unfortunately good equality and
diversity practice has to be adhered to in
order to ensure equality outcomes are
achieved. The bullet points below outline a
number of measures that should be
considered as part of the procurement
process.
Identifying the need by completing an
Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) as
part of the consideration of equality
issues.
Speciﬁcation to be open to scrutiny and
reflect the needs identiﬁed by the EIA.
Selection stage to obtain evidence of
professional or technical ability of
providers of services to ethnic minority
communities. To ensure that a supplier’s
track record for delivery and equality
practice is taken into account. To ensure
there is an equal opportunities policy,
monitoring arrangements and an
equality action plan.
Tender evaluation to consider social
return on investment and to not make
decision purely on price.
Award stage should have clauses that
meet the original objectives.
Management of the contract to include
a performance management framework
to monitor delivery and impose
sanctions if needed. To make clear that
the supply chain can be broken if
discriminatory practice is found. To
monitor equality practice throughout
the supply chain.

17

OGC Introduction to the EU procurement rules: OGC Guidance, March 2008.
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Conclusion
The Commission expects to see gaps in
inequality reduced within this new
framework. We believe that there is also
potential for wider social beneﬁt and
return on investment through the use of
public sector procurement. Social beneﬁt
can go beyond the traditional issues such
as race and gender to include other
objectives such as sustainability and small
business development.
The following tables set out the key actions
from the list of recommendations that can
be taken forward over the next 12 months.
It is not exhaustive and will change subject

to input from the Forum. However it does
provide a realistic starting point. The
Inquiry has refreshed the debate and there
is a will to increase diversity and widen the
talent pool available to employers. By
working together, this fragmented
industry will be able to realise its full
potential and deliver greater economic
beneﬁts for us all.
If you would like to discuss the contents of
this report or require more information
please email Sandra Johnson-Blake at:
Sandra.Johnson-Blake@
equalityhumanrights.com
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Actions
Lead/Who to Involve

Timescale

Launch Construction
Leadership Diversity Forum
with broad representation to
provide some strategic
leadership on equality and
diversity, co-ordinate initiatives
and monitor targets. To meet
twice per year. Initial meetings
June and November 2010.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission to invite attendees of
the Commission’s Industry
Roundtables and identify
potential new members.

June 2010

Engage the SME business
community by working with
key agencies such as CBI, FSB
and British Chamber of
Commerce to ensure their
views are considered as part of
this developing work
programme.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission.

May 2010

Develop a business case for
increasing diversity.
Commission research to
evidence good practice,
demonstrating how efﬁciency
savings can be made while
achieving diversity.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission with input from the
Construction Leadership Diversity
Forum.

October
2010

Identify good practice and
share widely throughout the
Industry to raise the standard
of equality and diversity
practice.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission and Construction
Leadership Diversity Forum.

November
2011

Actions/Outcomes
Leadership and Governance

Action Plan
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Actions/Outcomes

Lead/Who to Involve

Timescale

Procurement and Supplier Diversity
Develop national Construction
Pre-Qualiﬁcation Questionnaire
(PQQ) Industry Standard
(PAS91).

Business Innovation and Skills
(BIS) led, with Equality and
Human Rights Commission as
part of the Industry Steering
Group.

September
2010

Olympic 2012 Case Study –
monitor the Compete For
procurement system to improve
SME access to opportunities
and increase supplier diversity.
To research and produce
Olympic Procurement Charter
to highlight good practice.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission working with
Olympic Delivery Authority
(ODA), Olympic Park Legacy
Company (OPLC), London
Development Agency (LDA) and
London Business Network (LBN).

March 2010
then
ongoing
monitoring
and
engagement

Development of mentoring
scheme for SMEs to increase
supplier diversity.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission and Construction
Leadership Diversity Forum.

November
2010

Review developments in the
Equality Bill to ensure that
procurement is considered as a
tool to incentivise good practice.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission, Government
Equality Ofﬁce (GEO) and OGC.

November
2010
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Lead/Who to Involve

Timescale

To raise awareness on good
recruitment practice and share
widely with stakeholders.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission and Construction
Leadership Diversity Forum.

November
2010

To monitor key providers on
the recruitment and retention
rates of apprentices from
under-represented groups.

Equality and Human Rights
Commission to action as part of its
existing work programme with the
National Apprenticeship Service.

March 2011

Lead/Who to Involve

Timescale

Equality and Human Rights
Commission to action as part of
its existing work programme with
OFSTED and Department of
Children, Schools and Families
(DCSF).

March 2011

Lead/Who to Involve

Timescale

Equality and Human Rights
Commission and Construction
Leadership Diversity Forum.

March 2011

Actions/Outcomes
Employment and Skills

Actions/Outcomes
Education
To encourage promotion of the
range of careers in the
construction industry.

Actions/Outcomes
Data and Monitoring
Review data held by key
stakeholders to ensure data is
disaggregated by ethnicity,
gender, disability, grade and
profession.

Action Plan
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Appendix 1
This Action Plan has been formulated by the Equality and Human Rights Commission in
partnership with the following organisations:
Balfour Beatty
Black Training and Enterprise Group (BTEG)
Business in the Community (BITC)
Constructing Excellence
Construction Industry Council (CIC)
Construction Youth Trust
Constructionline
ConstructionSkills
DCFS
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) – Construction Sector Unit
Laing O’Rourke
London Development Agency (LDA)
Mace Sustain
National Apprenticeships Service
Ofsted
Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA)
PC Property Development Ltd
Summit Skills
Tai Pawb Welsh
Transport for London
UK Contractors Group (UKCG)
Wates Group
Women and Manual Trades
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Contacts
England
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RRLL-GHUX-CTRX
Arndale House, The Arndale Centre, Manchester M4 3AQ
Telephone:
Textphone:
Fax:

0845 604 6610
0845 604 6620
0845 604 6630

Scotland
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RSAB-YJEJ-EXUJ
The Optima Building, 58 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8DU
Telephone:
Textphone:
Fax:

0845 604 55 10
0845 604 5520
0845 604 5530

Wales
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RRLR-UEYB-UYZL
3rd Floor, 3 Callaghan Square, Cardiff CF10 5BT
Telephone:
Textphone:
Fax:

0845 604 8810
0845 604 8820
0845 604 8830

Helpline opening times
Monday to Friday: 8am–6pm
Calls from BT landlines are charged at local rates, but calls from
mobiles and other providers may vary.
Calls may be monitored for training and quality purposes.
Interpreting service available through Language Line, when you
call our helplines.
If you require this publication in an alternative format and/or language
please contact the relevant helpline to discuss your needs. All publications
are also available to download and order in a variety of formats from our
website:
www.equalityhumanrights.com
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